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MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (109-584)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-35253)

DATE: 6/6/62

SECRET

RE: Fidel Castro Activities in Cuba

Dr. ERNESTO ARAGON, 233 East 69th Street, NYC, who is Secretary to Dr. JOSÉ MIRO CARDONA, President of the Consejo Revolucionario de Cuba (CRU), furnished on 5/31/62, information relative to his last trip to Washington, D.C. which was from 5/24/62 to 5/29/62.

ARAGON furnished the following information to the NYO on 5/31/62:

5/24/62

ARAGON advised that he had been notified during the morning of 5/24/62, to meet MIRO CARDONA in Washington, D.C. for the purpose of meeting with Representative HAROLD COOLEY (Dem.-N.C.), Chairman of the House Agriculture Committee who at that time was beginning hearings on the Sugar Act.

ARAGON advised that he arrived in Washington, D.C. at 9:00 p.m. and met MIRO CARDONA at 9:30 p.m. at the Washington airport. MIRO CARDONA and ARAGON then proceeded to the Manger-Annapolis Hotel where they were registered.

5/25/62

ARAGON advised that former Comandante ALDO VERA had learned that MIRO CARDONA was in Washington and had called their room and requested a meeting with MIRO and MIRO agreed to this meeting.
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